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A 2022 UPDATE

(TONGUES) AND WHILE THEIR BACKS ARE TURNED ON THE ENEMY and they stand in indecision,
they themselves are attacked from the rear by the enemy and devoured, because they waited too long!

PRAISE GOD! THE CITY REMAINS STRONG AND SAFE–those within make rejoicing and are merry,
because they were saved; and they were all those of pure hearts and loyal to the King! Only those
remained! And though the forces were smaller, the city was now even stronger and safer!

 (TONGUES) HALLELUJAH! AND THE KING SHALL REJOICE IN THY STRENGTH, O LORD, and in
thy Salvation how greatly shall he rejoice. … For thou hast saved thy people! (Ps.21:1)

ONCE AGAIN, THE CITY IS LIGHT–SHINING LIGHT–not the burning, destroying fire–and all is rejoicing!
It is like heavenly light!

BUT OUTSIDE ALL IS DARKNESS and weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth, and without are
dogs, traitors, the fearful and abominable, and that which maketh and believeth a lie.

BUT OVERHEAD ARE BLACK CLOUDS GATHERING and mighty lightning of an approaching storm!
And having survived the fire, the city is now to be beset by flood and raging torrents. (Stand In The Gap)

 
Prophecy: “The Reboot has passed. The fires were extinguished and those that took up the Knight’s offer
(her Words) to rejoin the wall are inside the City of God strengthening themselves for what is to come
next…The Tribulation!!! It is upon us beloved…don’t think it is not yet time and turn back to the things of
this world, For the things of this world are crumbling, the train is leaving and you must board now.” (End
of prophecy)

Prophecy: “Yes, my love it is time to move on. You don’t want to be left behind now do you? The train is
about to leave the station, and it’s time for the last call. You are like the conductor standing on the
platform calling “All aboard, all aboard!” This is the Endtime express, and it is scheduled to leave any
moment. You have your eye on the Driver, and He has His eye on you; you check your time pieces and
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see there is only one minute remaining. You sound your whistle, and the Engineer responds as you reach
for the final flag.

See “You Begin This Charge”…https://youtu.be/Sx_Dw8G9F-Q

The ticket booth shuttered its window an hour before, so all passengers are accounted for. Don’t worry
about those that missed this first train; there is another late night express coming through a few hours
from now, and the Company Owner has also benevolently scheduled a few more after that. Those trains
are standing room only. They are sturdy, but the going is rough. Nevertheless, they will pull into
Tribulation Station at certain intervals throughout the night and those that buy tickets for the late night
runs will have to buy at the platform gate. No one will be permitted onto the platform without a ticket. No
well-wishers or fare-thee-wells then, and luggage will be severely restricted to flee bags.

So all aboard, last farewells everyone. Check your pockets to make sure you have all your most
important items. Is that key ring securely fastened to your belt or in your vest pocket? Believe me, you
are going to need it because the train is going to pass through enemy territory. (End of prophecy) See
“The Lamp”…https://youtu.be/KwylltEVxhI
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“I inserted this picture because it occurred to me that the Knight in this picture actually looks
like a woman. I assumed that the Lord was trying to show me that this Knight represents the
Maria letters standing in the gap after David passed on to Heaven….”
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